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ResumeApple Site Revamped and Renamed as Preferred Resumes
March 2, 2009
Pasadena, CA — The world’s most renowned resume writing service, ResumeApple, has revamped its website and
changed its name to Preferred Resumes. The name change goes with the fact that today the company’s masterful
resumes are ‘’preferred’’ by thousands of professionals seeking career success. The revamped site offers better
navigation features, seamless presentation, and a whole new team of trained resume writers.
‘’We feel that our new name better reflects our company goals as well as our enhanced commitment to providing topnotch resume-writing services to students, new professionals, and experienced professionals from all industries,’’ says A.
Harrison Barnes, CEO of Preferred Resumes.
Preferred Resumes brings with it a whole lot of new benefits:
•

Preferred Resumes has hired a new set of writers, who are thoroughly professional and possess a wide range of
experience. The newly-hired team had to undergo grueling sessions of resume writing training before they were hired.

•

Preferred Resumes now boasts of industry-specific and profession-specific features in resume writing. All the
writers have undergone extensive training of writing resumes which are personalized and act as a true mirror to
the professional’s achievements.

•

The revamped site is replete of several additional user-friendly features which can help professionals to
navigate the site easily to prepare resumes tailored to their needs.

•

Our prices for resumes and cover letters are revised, and they also offer a rush order service option which can
help users get a resume specifically tailored their needs within 48 hours.

‘’A perfect resume demonstrates flawless attention to detail. There can be no mistakes when it comes to facts,’’ says
Barnes. ‘’Therefore, resume writing should be best left to the experts. The experts at Preferred Resumes create resumes
that exceed the expectations of the most experienced and detail-oriented professionals.’’
Preferred Resumes provides masterfully crafted resumes that cater to a wide variety of employers. Thousands of job
seekers rely on their services because they are well-known in the industry. Many professionals, including those searching
for jobs in extremely competitive fields, are assured to meet with success with the newly designed Preferred Resumes.
For more details, log on to www.preferredresumes.com.
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About Preferred Resumes
Preferred Resumes is the premier resume and cover letter service for professionals looking to get ahead in their
careers. The company specializes in writing resumes for students, entry-level professionals, and experienced executives.
Preferred Resumes was established by Harrison Barnes in 2007. Today, the company houses numerous professional
writers and customer service professionals in its Pasadena office.



